PROCESS TO KNOW.

SOLUTIONS TO GO!

Hands-on technology.
Meet the community live!

27–29.9.2022
NUREMBERG, GERMANY
Welcome back! Look forward to three days packed with technical expertise, networking and innovations for handling powder, granules, bulk solids and mechanical processing technology. Don’t miss out when the industry meets up in person again!
PROFESSIONAL DIALOGUE AMONG PEERS
POWTECH is a trade fair for engineers with a passion for processing technology and is ideal for all sectors that handle or process bulk solids. It’s where you’ll meet all the leading manufacturers of innovative machinery and equipment.

HIGH TECH AS A LIVE EXPERIENCE
Add to your professional knowledge over a wide spectrum. The event brings the entire supply chain impressively to life with its many exhibits. Discover innovative solutions for efficient production processes and enjoy interesting discussions with other like-minded professionals.

USERS. EXHIBITORS. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS.
They all come together at POWTECH: Benefit from the experience of exhibiting companies and other sectors that are facing the same challenges, gather new inspiration for your processes, and lay the groundwork for joint projects in face-to-face conversations.

3 GOOD REASONS FOR YOUR VISIT

1. BIG BUSINESS
POWTECH is the largest international capital goods fair for mechanical processing technology.

2. CUTTING-EDGE IDEAS
Discover innovative solutions for your production process through impressive exhibits live in action.

3. MAKING CONTACTS
This is where the community of mechanical processing engineers comes together, providing the perfect opportunity for networking.
NAVIGATION TOOL: INDUSTRY GUIDE

Which exhibitors are on-site?
Who is offering what for which sector of industry?

Our industry guide combined with the exhibitor and product database will make it easier for you to navigate your way around POWTECH. It’s where you’ll quickly and easily find those companies specialising in your requirements.

You will gain an overview of the most important innovations from numerous sectors such as food and feed, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, plastics and rubber, ceramic, glass, pit and quarry, and environment and recycling.
Experience practical expertise and networking at the highest professional level! Look forward to a packed programme with:

- Live demonstrations on explosion protection
- Expert forum Stagetalks
- Guided tours
- Pharma Manufacturing Excellence Forum
- VDMA special show

“Dust recognises boundaries – free trade doesn’t”

POWTECH is the No. 1 gathering for the powder and bulk solids community. Expand your network, enjoy discussions with experts and discover innovative solutions during machinery presentations.
VISITING POWTECH IS A GOOD PLAN

Take advantage of this unique opportunity to network at two exhibitions at once. In a pairing with FACHPACK, POWTECH offers you the perfect environment to do this!

POWTECH
Leading Trade Fair for Powder & Bulk Solids Processing and Analytics
POWTECH.DE
- Forums:
  - Hall 3: Expert Forum

FACHPACK
European Trade Fair for Packaging, Technology and Processing
FACHPACK.DE
TWICE AS STRONG FOR YOUR BUSINESS: SYNERGIES WITH FACHPACK

BUSINESS POWER DOUBLE ACT
This year, POWTECH has the special opportunity to take place alongside the European packaging fair FACHPACK. The two events bring together the entire supply chain, from process to technology and packaging.

THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOUR SECTOR
At both FACHPACK and POWTECH, you’ll find products, machinery and equipment exactly tailored to your industry. Whether you are in the food sector, chemicals and plastics, or pharmaceuticals, the exhibitor and product database will help you find suitable solutions at both events precisely adapted to your needs.

MORE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
In a recent survey, a third of visitors to POWTECH also expressed an interest in packaging and filling, so FACHPACK offers a good opportunity to get detailed information on these issues.
FOLLOW US ON

Ticket prices
1-day ticket          EUR 52
Permanent ticket      EUR 57

The prices include the statutory VAT.

FOLLOW US ON

Follow us on Twitter, YouTube, and LinkedIn.

FOLLOW US ON

Venue and dates
Exhibition Centre Nuremberg
Tues. 27 – Thu. 29 September 2022

Opening times
Tuesday – Wednesday 09:00 – 18:00
Thursday          09:00 – 17:00

VisitorService
T +49 911 8606-4944
F +49 911 8606-4945
besucherservice@nuernbergmesse.de

Organizer
NürnbergMesse GmbH
Messezentrum | 90471 Nürnberg